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Advance Praise for Pianos Inside Out
“If I could have only one book in my
piano technology library, this would
have to be it.” —S TEPHEN B RADY , RPT,
author of Under the Lid
“Very comprehensive and full of valuable information.”
—P AUL B ADURA -S KO DA
“The inharmonicity discussion . . . is the
most clear and accurate that has ever
been published for the lay-person
crowd.”
—D AVE C ARPENT ER, RPT,
designer of Verituner®

“[This] is a more complete discussion
[of geometry and touchweight] for a
beginner than can be had in any
volume I know of.”
—J IM I A L E GG I O , RPT, piano rebuilder
“Uniformly balanced, and excellent. . . .
A sort of encyclopedia of pianos and
piano construction and service.”
—A L L E N W RIG HT , RPT, consulting
technician and restorer for Steinway &
Sons London, John Broadwood & Sons,
and Period Piano Company
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